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The osmologi al moduli problem [1℄ is one of the most
hallenging puzzles in parti le physi s and osmology. In
this letter, we show that the problem is even more diÆult than usually thought.
In supergravity/superstring theories, generi ally there
exist moduli elds whi h have at potentials and obtain
masses from supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking and nonperturbative e e ts. During an in ationary period, a
modulus eld X is likely to develop a large expe tation
value. After the end of the in ation, it starts a oherent os illation and soon dominates the energy density of
the universe. Due to the intera tion suppressed by the
Plan k s ale MP = 2:4  1018 GeV, the de ay rate of the
modulus X is extremely small:
X

=

m3X
;
4 MP2

(1)

whi h leads to an onset of a radiation{dominated universe with a very low temperature:
TX

= (2 g=90)

1=4

p

MP X

' 5:5  10 3 MeV 

1
2


 m
X 3=2

:
(2)
1 TeV
Here, is an order one oeÆ ient and g is the e e tive number of massless degrees of freedom. This is osmologi ally una eptable be ause a su essful big{bang
nu leosynthesis (BBN) requires that the (last) radiation{
dominated universe starts with temperature higher than
 5 MeV [2℄.
As is lear from Eq. (2), a simple solution would be to
assume that the modulus X is ultra heavy a :

 100 TeV !

mX >

 O(MeV) :

TX >

(3)

A tually, there have been proposed s enarios with su h
a large modulus mass ( f. [5, 6, 7, 8, 9℄).
However, there exists yet another serious osmologi al
obsta le even for heavy moduli s enarios. The new problem is aused by the gravitino whi h is produ ed by the
modulus de ay. Indeed, as we will show, the bran hing
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We investigate the osmologi al moduli problem by studying a modulus de ay in detail and nd that
the bran hing ratio of the gravitino produ tion is generi ally of O(0:01 1), whi h auses another
osmologi al disaster. Consequently, the osmologi al moduli problem annot be solved simply
by making the modulus mass heavier than 100 TeV. We also illustrate our results by expli itly
al ulating the bran hing ratio into the gravitinos in the mixed modulus{anomaly/KKLT- and
ra etra k-type models.

a

ratio of the modulus de ay into the gravitino is generially quite large
B3=2  Br(X ! gravitino) = O(0:01 1) ;
(4)
whi h auses serious problems after the modulus de ay.
We all this problem the moduli{indu ed gravitino problem.
The gravitino produ tion via modulus de ay and its
osmologi al impli ations have been previously dis ussed
in Refs. [10, 11℄, taking Br(X ! gravitino)  1. The
main purpose of this letter is to show that Eq. (4) holds
in a generi setup, and to emphasize how disastrous its
onsequen es are. We also exemplify expli it results in
the mixed modulus{anomaly/KKLT mediation [6, 7℄ and
in the ra etra k [8℄ setups.
Let us rst estimate the bran hing ratio of a modulus de ay into gravitino(s). We onsider a heavy modulus s enario, mX >
 100 TeV [ f. Eq. (3)℄. On the other
hand, the gravitino is likely to be (mu h) lighter than
100 TeV, be ause too large gravitino mass requires a netuning in the Higgs se tor due to the anomaly-mediated
e e ts. Thus, we assume mX  m3=2 hereafter. After
hoosing the unitary gauge in the Einstein frame, where
the goldstino omponent is ompletely absorbed into the
gravitino under the super{Higgs me hanism [12℄, the relevant gravitino-modulus ouplings are [10, 11, 13℄
1 
    
e 1L =

GX  X GX  X
8
1 G=2
   [  ;  ℄  ; (5)
e
GX X + GX X
8
where  is the gravitino eld. Here and hereafter, we
set MP = 1 unless expli itly written. The fun tion G =
K +ln jW j2 is the total K
ahler potential, and Gi denotes
a derivative of G with respe t to the eld i. The
p real and
imaginary omponents of X = (XR + iXI )= 2 have the
de ay rate b ,
1 jGX j2 m5X
;
(6)
(XR;I ! 2 3=2) '
288 gX X m23=2

b

See Refs. [3, 4℄ for other solutions.

The bran hing ratio of the single gravitino produ tion is
suppressed due to the phase spa e; Br(X ! X~ 3=2 ) <

(m3=2 =mX )2 .

2
in the limit of mX  m3=2 after the anoni al normalization, X^ = pgX X X , where gij  = Kij  is the
Kahler metri . We emphasize that the gravitino mass
in the denominator arises from the longitudinal omponent of the gravitino, whi h orresponds to the goldstino,
  (p =m3=2)GS , in the massless limit. This fa tor
magni es the de ay rate by a fa tor of  (mX =m3=2 )4 ,
ompared to the previous results [10, 11, 14℄.
The auxiliary eld of the modulus, GX , represents
its fra tional ontribution to the total amount of the
SUSY breaking. It may be small enough to suppress
the gravitino-produ tion rate. However, we an see that
in the framework of the 4D N = 1 supergravity, GX is
1
generi ally bounded below, GX >
X  R . The
 mG3=2 =m
i
s alar potential is given by V = e (G Gi 3) and the
(almost) vanishing va uum energy demands that at least
one of the auxiliary
elds, Gi , should take GiGi  O(1),

i
ij
where G = g Gj  . If the modulus eld plays the role,
it dominantly de ays into the gravitino [ f. Eqs.(1) and
(6)℄ and hen e learly B3=2 ' 1. Instead, by introdu ing
a hidden se tor eld Z with GZ  O(1), the modulusauxiliary eld GX an be small . In the following disussion, we assume that the modulus eld does not de ay
into the hidden-se tor eld for simpli ity. In order to see
how small GX an be, we investigate the ondition to
minimize the potential, VX = 0, leading to
GX rX GX

+ GZ rX GZ + GX = 0;

ri Gj = Gij

(7)

kG
ij k

with the onne tion, kij =
ahler potential in ludes
i` j . We assume that the K
no enhan ement fa tor, and espe ially gX X ; gZ Z 
1 and KX  1. The rst term in Eq. (7) then
be omes  GX R, be ause mX =m3=2  jrX GX j +
O(Gi). Barring an ellation, the se ond term is given by
max WZ =W; WXZ =W; KXZ ; ZXZ , whi h is O(1) unless
the hidden se tor takes a spe ial form. Thus, we arrive
at jGX j  R 1 for jgX Z j < R 1 and jGX j >
R 1 for


jg X Z j >
 R 1. As a result, Eq. (6) be omes

where

gk` g

(XR;I

!2

3=2 )

jj2 1 m3 ;
' 288
g  X
XX

(8)

where we de ne GX = =R = (m3=2 =mX ) with jj >
 1.
Note that the above dis ussion is valid for any value of
mX , as long as R  1 is satis ed.
The modulus eld also de ays into radiation, that is,
the standard model (SM) parti les and their superpartners. The relevant intera tions of X then stem
from the
R
dilatoni oupling with the gauge se tor, d2 XW W ,
The potential may be up-lifted by adding the D-term, V (D).
One an show that jGX j >
 R 1 also in this ase, as far as
(D )
(D )
VX =V
 O(1), whi h orresponds to the se ond term in
Eq. (7).

leading to
e

1
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^

^

XR (a) (a)
X
(a) e (a)
F F
+ I F
L = 4pg  hX
hXR i F
Ri
XX
#
p

2 G=2  X ^ (a)
(a)
(9)
hXR i e G X X  PR  + h: :

after the anoni al normalization, where F and  are
the eld strength of the gauge boson and its superpartner with a generator index a of the orresponding gauge
symmetry. The hiral proje tion operators
are de ned
as PR;L = (1  5 )=2. We noti e eG=2 jGXX j is approximately given by the modulus mass for R  1. Then the
de ay rate is

! radiation) ' 83 g 1  hXmXi2 ; (10)
R
XX
for SU (3)  SU (2)L  U (1)Y , orresponding to = O(1).
3

(XR;I

We noti e that a half of the de ay rate omes from the
hannel of the gaugino produ tion, in ontrast to the
results of Refs. [11, 14℄. From Eqs. (8) and (10), we
obtain the bran hing ratio of the gravitino produ tion as
Br(XR;I

!2

3=2 )

2
2
' 1 +jjjhjX2hRXi =i2108
:
R =108

(11)

It is important to note that the produ tion rate of the
gravitino hannel is one of the dominant pro esses in the
modulus de ay. A tually, it be omes an order of 0:01 1.
The other de ay pro esses are suppressed, ex ept for
a possible de ay into the Higgs(-ino) [14℄. However, this
de ay hannel is model-dependent, and does not hange
the above result = O(1).
Let us show how su h large bran hing ratio into the
gravitinos jeopardizes the su ess of the standard big
bang osmology. We onsider the onstraints from (i)
the speed-up e e t, (ii) BBN, and (iii) the lightest SUSY
parti le (LSP) abundan e. First let us onsider the soalled speed-up e e t whi h modi es mostly the 4He
abundan e. This sets a bound on the abundan e of the
gravitinos with m3=2 <
 20 TeV ( f. [15℄), sin e they deay after the neutron-proton transformation de ouples.
The observational data put an upper bound on the ratio
of the energy densities of the gravitinos to the standard
model parti les at the BBN epo h [16℄ as
f3=2



 3=2
< 0:2;
SM BBN 

(95%C:L:):

(12)

In our heavy moduli s enario, however, the ratio is
bounded below: f3=2  B3=2 =(1 B3=2 ), where the equality holds if the gravitinos are still relativisti at the BBN
epo h and most of the superpartner of the SM parti les
dire tly produ ed from the modulus de ay soon annihilate into the SM parti les. Thus we obtain
B3=2 < 0:2;

(13)

3
irrespe tive of whether the gravitino is stable or unstable.
For B3=2 > 0:2, the gravitinos from the modulus de ay always upset the standard BBN, as long as m3=2 <
 20 TeV.
Now we dis uss the ases of the stable and unstable
gravitinos separately. First we take up the unstable gravitinos, whi h is the ase if the gravitino mass is heavier
than the LSP mass, m3=2 > mLSP . The gravitino-toentropy ratio is given by
n3=2
3T
'
2B3=2 X ;
Y 3=2 
s
4mX

' 2:6  10

7 12

B 3=2



 21

mX

10

B3=2 < 10

1
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FIG. 1: The osmologi al bounds on m3=2 and B3=2 . Shaded
regions are ex luded by osmologi al arguments. See the
text for details. The horizontal dashed line denotes the
BBN bound from the stau NLSP de ay into gravitinos for
mNLSP = 100 GeV. We have
hosen mX = 103 TeV and
= 1 as representative values. The bounds be ome severer
for larger mX .
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(17)
for m3=2 > mLSP . Here DM is the density parameter of the dark matter, h is the present Hubble parameter in units of 100km/se /Mp , and we have assumed
hannvi < 10 6 GeV 2 and m3=2 < 100 TeV. We an see
that (13), (15) and (17) rule out the unstable gravitinos,
unless B3=2 is extraordinarily small in spite of our result
B3=2 = O(0:01 1).
Next we onsider the stable gravitinos, whi h is the
ase if the gravitino is the LSP. A onstraint then
omes from the requirement that the gravitino abundan e should not ex eed the dark matter abundan e, and
we only have to repla e mLSP with m3=2 in (17):


Ω 3/2 h2 > 0.13

1

-2



82 g MP T3=2 hannvi

100 GeV

speedup
effect

2

-1

(16)
where hannvi is the thermally averaged annihilation
ross se tion of the LSP, and T3=2 is the de ay temperature of the gravitino. Sin e the LSP abundan e must
be smaller than the dark matter abundan e, we have another onstraint on B3=2 :
5

BBN + Ω LSP h > 0.13

3

(15)

;

1

45

unstable
gravitino

2

10

for mLSP < m3=2  30 TeV. Here   1 parameterizes
the BBN bound:  = 1 for m3=2 ' 30 TeV, and 10 5 <

  1 for m3=2 < 30 TeV. In addition, the abundan e of
the LSPs from the gravitino de ay is ( f. [19℄)


10
10

(14)

:

10

5

4

10

TeV
The BBN severely onstrains Y3=2 [15, 17℄. Even if we
adopt the re ent analysis on 4He abundan e whi h has
taken a ount of possible large systemati error [18℄,
Y3=2 must be smaller than 2  10 12 at 95% C.L. for
m3=2 ' 30 TeV [15℄, and the bound be omes mu h severer for smaller m3=2 . Therefore the bran hing ratio into
the gravitinos must be extremely small:
5

103

10

TeV

mX

(18)

 12

for the stable gravitino. Furthermore, the bound on the
gravitino abundan e is severer by an order of magnitude for m3=2 <
 100 MeV(mX =103 TeV) 1=2, due to
the present large free-streaming velo ity [20℄. See Fig. 1.
From (13) and (18), we on lude that large B3=2 en ounters trouble even for the stable gravitinos.
Lastly we omment on the lightest superpartner of the
SM parti les, denoted by , produ ed from the modulus de ay through the gauginos. From the dis ussion
above, the number of  generated from the de ay of
unit quantum of the modulus eld is order unity. If 
is the LSP and stable, it must be ele tri ally neutral. To
satisfy LSP h2 < 0:13, the pair annihilation ross se tion must be large [14, 19℄, whi h in turn onstrains the
mass spe trum of the SUSY parti les. In the ase of the
gravitino LSP, there is a stri t BBN bound on the abundan e and lifetime of the next-to-LSP (NLSP) . For
a stau NLSP ~, we nd upper bounds on the gravitino
mass, m3=2 <
for mX = 103 TeV and
 (0<:3 1) GeV
d
<
100 GeV  m~  1 TeV . For a neutralino NLSP, the
bound be omes severer.
We summarize the bounds onsidered above in Fig. 1,
from whi h we an see how serious the osmologi al moduli problem be omes as a result of our nding that B3=2
should be O(0:01 1). Note that the bounds on B3=2 [ f.
(15), (17) and (18)℄ be ome severer for heavier modulus
mass and larger , although the dependen e is weak.

d

We have used Y~ ' (45=822g )1=2 (MP TX hann vi) 1 [19℄
with hann vi <
 10 3m~ [21℄, BBN bounds from
[15℄ with ~'s hadroni bran hing in [22℄, and ~ '
6 se (m~ =100 GeV) 5 (m3=2 =10MeV)2 . The bound from 3=2
(from ~) < DM is slightly weaker than the BBN bound.

4
Let us expli itly al ulate the bran hing fra tion of
the gravitino in some models. The relevant terms in the
Lagrangian of the mixed modulus{anomaly/KKLT mediation model [6, 7℄ are given by
 )n=3 + CZ (X + X )l jZ j2;
f = 3(X + X
W = W0 + ae bX + WHidden (Z );

(19)
(20)

where the Kahler potential is de ned as f = 3e K=3 .
Here oeÆ ients b and CZ are real with bXR  1, while
a and W0 are omplex. Then the modulus mass is
m2X

' 2(bXR )2m23=2 :

(21)

The gravitino mass m3=2 is mu h larger than the soft
mass s ale [7℄. On the other hand, GX is

' 2n2X+ 3l bX1 ;
(22)
R
R
where we assumed hZ i  1 and the vanishing osmologGX

i al onstant. Thus the bran hing ratio be omes
Br(XI

!2

3=2 )

n + 3l)2 =216
' 1 +(2(2
:
n + 3l)2 =216

(23)

In the original KKLT model [6℄ with the lift-up potential
due to D3 brane, whi h is realized by hoosing n = 3 and
l = 0, the bran hing ratio is B3=2 ' 0:14.
In the ra etra k-type models [8℄, the Kahler potential
is the same as Eq. (19) but the superpotential is

GX

'

1
n(2n + 3l)
p
:
(
b
X
)(
2 2XR 1 R b2XR )

(26)

Therefore the bran hing ratio be omes the same as
Eq. (23). For n = 1 and l = 0, one obtains B3=2 ' 0:018.
In summary, we have shown that the bran hing ratio of the modulus de ay into gravitinos is O(0:01 1),
and hen e heavy modulus s enario is plagued with the
moduli-indu ed gravitino problem. Here let us omment
on possible ways out. Unless either B3=2 or the gravitino mass is extremely small, there is no way to irumvent the problem other than introdu ing something
that dilutes the modulus eld and the subsequently produ ed gravitinos and (N)LSPs. One of the andidates
is the thermal in ation [23℄. Another is Q-balls [24℄ in
the Ae k-Dine me hanism [25℄. In the latter ase, the
Q-balls an not only dilute the unwanted gravitinos but
also generate the baryon asymmetry su essfully. Detailed dis ussion is beyond the s ope of this letter and
will be presented elsewhere [26℄.
We thank Wilfried Bu hmuller for omments. M.E. is
grateful to Shuntaro Nakamura and Masahiro Yamagu hi
for private ommuni ation. M.E. and F.T. would like to
thank the Japan So iety for Promotion of S ien e for
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Note Added: Shortly after our letter, Ref. [27℄ appeared, pointing out the same problem. They also disussed the gravitino mu h heavier than 100TeV as a possible solution to the moduli-indu ed gravitino problem.
More re ently, Ref. [28℄ has pointed out GX an be mu h
smaller than R 1 in some situations. However, for general non-renormalizable ouplings in K , our estimate on
the gravitino produ tion still holds. See [29℄ for details.
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